By meta data management, we mean techniques for manipulating schemas and schema-like objects (such as interface definitions and web site maps) and mappings between them. Work on meta data problems goes back to at least the early 1970s, when data translation was the hot database research topic, even before relational databases caught on. Many popular research problems in the past five years are primarily meta data problems, such as data warehouse tools (e.g., ETL—extract, transform, and load), data integration, the semantic web, generation of XML or object-oriented wrappers for SQL databases, and generation of wrappers for web sites. Other classical meta data problems are information resource management, design tool support and integration, and schema evolution and data migration.

Despite its longevity and continued importance, there is no widely-accepted conceptual framework for the meta data field, as there is for many other database topics, such as access methods, query processing, and transaction management. In this seminar, we propose such a conceptual framework. It consists of three layers: applications, design patterns, and basic operators. Applications are the end-user problems to be solved, like those listed in the previous paragraph. Design patterns are generic problems that need to be solved in support of many different applications, such as meta model generation for all meta data problems, answering queries using views (for data integration and the semantic web), and change propagation (for data translation, schema evolution, and round-trip engineering). Basic operators are procedures that are needed to support multiple design patterns and applications, such as matching schemas to produce a mapping, merging schemas based on a mapping, and composing mappings.

We will describe several meta data management problems, and for each, we will explain the design patterns and operators that are needed to solve it. We will summarize the main approaches to each design pattern and operator—the main choices of language, data structures, and algorithms—and will highlight the relevant papers that address it.

This seminar is targeted at both practicing engineers and researchers. The former will learn about the latest solutions to important meta data problems and the many difficult unsolved problems that are best to avoid. Database researchers, especially professors, will benefit from considering the conceptual framework that we propose, since no database textbooks treat meta data management as a separate topic as far as we know.
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